
New beginnings
After 10 months in the EveryONE Matters

Ministries program Anna, Justin and their

kids moved into a home to call their very

own! 

We are celebrating the hard work they’ve

done in the EMM program and look forward

to seeing their continued progress as they

move forward into their next stage of

stability.

 
"EMM is a place where families can not

only find shelter, but a place to feel
supported and loved- to have someone

in your corner and find hope for
tomorrow."

EveryONE Matters Ministries focuses

on each family individually. 

 

We recognize that there is no "one

size fits all" solution to a housing

crisis. Each person has different

experiences, hang-ups, and hurdles

that have contributed to their

situations & prevented stability.

 

 During the duration of the program,

each family is assigned a case plan

specific to their unique needs. 

 

A mentor/coach meets with them

weekly to determine goals & track

progress through an encouragment

driven, strengths based approach.

 

Your financial support has enabled

EMM to hire a new coach to help with

our families!!! 

Why EMM is different



A topic that continues to tug at my heart is
the importance of healthy relationships &
it's correlation to the homelessness crisis.

Stress is at an all time high, and relational
breakdown along with it. Relational
instability is something we see in nearly
every homeless situation. Separation,
divorce, domestic abuse, and estrangement
continue to tear families apart.

We were made to live in community! To
support, love and care for one another. 

What happens when we are alone and crisis
hits? We have no one to help us walk
through the darkness.

Depression and hopelessness creep in,
leading to unhealthy coping or a continued
string of bad relationships & decisions.

To help someone who is experiencing
homelessness, we must first ask- who is in
their corner? If the answer is no one- can
we be that person? 

The world is full of hurting people. We can
serve one another in love ONE person at a
time by showing up and being in their
corner.

In His Love,
Cassie Leon, Executive Director

Homelessness continues to rise as a result
of cost of living and rental rates. Other
factors  include mounting debt, job loss,
medical emergencies, and breakdown of
the family such as separation or divorce.

Your generosity allows EveryONE Matters
Ministries to continue walking alongside
individuals and families who find
themselves with no where to turn during a
crisis of homelessness.

Together we can provide HOPE.

HOPE that kids have a safe place to
sleep.

HOPE that the crushing weight of debt
can be lifted.

HOPE that healing from trauma is
possible.

HOPE that they are loved unconditionally.

HOPE that Jesus provides the gift of
grace and life abundant.

GIVE TODAY!!
www.everyonemattersministries.com

www.everybru.com
3031 Stanford Ranch Road #2-420

Rocklin, CA 95765
Tax ID 81-6225364

Providing Hope

"EMM provides a hand up by providing shelter,
mentoring and encouragement. This a true
community effort. There is nothing like it to

reduce homelessness and enhance a family's
quality of life now and for future generations.
This is why I give and will continue to give." 

-Raylene H.

Note from the Director


